
   A   B   C   D    F 

Thesis,  Exceptionally clear, Clear; useful; thought- Has a position; incon- Lacks clarity, focus;  Missing thesis; shifting 
Focus,  focused, original;  ful; logical and helpful sistent focus; some im- supporting evidence  focus; irrelevant evidence; 

Evidence detailed supporting evidence; thoughtful precision, vagueness,  is inconsistent and weak;  no conclusion -- OR does not 

  evidence; addresses conclusion; addresses lapse in logic; connection missing conclusion;  address assigned topic 
  all key points; accurate key points  to purpose may be un- position id vague,  

information; thought-    clear, illogical, confusing; 
provoking conclusion    may contain irrelevant 

        info 
 

Organization Strong introduction  Logical; unified,  Generally clear; useful Unclear; incoherent or  “Stream of consciousness”; 

  and conclusion; consis- coherent; topic  but “mechanical” transi- underdeveloped para-  difficult, if not impossible, to 
  tent, logical, and   sentences; effective tions; sequence of argu- graphs; missing or unclear  follow; makes its argument  
  coherent develop- transitions; some  ment and use of evidence transitions; missing topic  erratically with no attention 
  ment; effective topic duplication of ideas may be hard to follow at sentences; sequence of  to a thesis; if they exist, topic 

sentences; effective and  or information  times; missing topic sen-  argument and ideas is   sentences provide little if any 
  skillful transitions;     tences in some paragraphs; hard to follow; includes  guidance for readers; evi- 

tightly argued     duplication of ideas or  points that do not fit in  dence may exist but is not  
evidence may exist where they are included  clear 

  

Style and Appropriate formal Mostly formal lan- Grammatical sentences Little variety in sentences;  Awkward and ungrammatical 
Mechanics language which enhances guage; varied sentence but with little variety; fragments, commas splices, sentences hurt clarity, con- 

clarity and readability;  structure; uses standard may be stilted and awk- and run-ons are present;  fuse readers; mechanical   
  strong, varied sentence grammar, mechanics; ward at times; occasional numerous style errors (Chicago errors are numerous  
  structure; uses   occasional, minor prob- problems with grammar, Manual) 
  standard grammar and lems with word choice word choice, grammar 
  mechanics (Chicago or sentence structure  that have some impact 
  Manual)   that does not hurt  on clarity and readability 
     clarity 

           
Sources and Integrates sources;  Assigned sources   Use of some of assigned Minimum use of assigned  No—or virtually no—use of  
Documen- uses weekly assignments; used, but with incon- sources; mechanical sources; stilted and narrow assigned sources; rare refer- 
tation  fits info smoothly into  sistent sophistication; or superficial application, use of evidence in any form; ence to evidence; heavy reli- 

writing; effectively uses uses quotations, para- use of quotations, para- authors of quotations not   ance on quotations (usually, 
quotations, paraphrase,  phrase, summary; rare phrase, summary; occa- provided;    if not always—without  
summary; documents minor gaps in documen- sional authors provided;     authors)  
research; provides tation; authors provided frequent formatting  
authors for all quota- for most quotations; rare errors 
tions; uses Chicago for- formatting errors 
matting    
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